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The Glittering Net
The Arab Games opening ceremony was
an astonishing experiment in LED-based 
projection technology
By Alan Hardiman
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he dazzling sun playing
over the hot desert sands

served as an apt metaphor in
the opening ceremony of the

12th Arab Games, which kicked off
in Doha, Qatar, on December 9.
The 40,000 attendees who filled
Khalifa Stadium were immersed in
a spectacle of brilliance and color
on a scale unprecedented on the
world stage, both culturally and
technologically.

David Atkins Enterprises (DAE),
renowned for large-scale productions
that define the state of modern
performance art, delivered Journey to
Light, a daring desert narrative of
creation, war, darkness, peace, and
light, which meshed music and
dance seamlessly with what may be
the brightest projections ever
achieved and made use of an LED
audience net that pushed the bounds
of video technology to new limits. 

With a cast of more than 3,250
dancers, musicians, athletes,
horsemen, and falconers, the show
was a pageant of performance,
costumes, scenic elements, animals,
and gargantuan props. And in his
most audacious move to date,
executive producer and artistic
director David Atkins had 55,000
surface-mount LEDs installed in the
seating area to create an unprece-
dented display surface that turned
both the stadium floor and the entire
audience bowl into the world’s
largest screen, adding the audience
to his vast canvas.

“This production was innovative in
several respects. With 86 video
projectors—the most we’ve ever
used—we achieved light levels never
before achieved on this type of
surface—over 300 lux on a 12,600-
sq.-m. field of play,” said Douglas
Paraschuk, the head of design. “This
area was then more than doubled
with the installation of the LED
audience net. A further innovation
was the way we matched and
integrated the projected content on
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the field of play with the LED audience net, particularly in
the area of transition between the two.

“While the resolution of the LED audience net was much
lower than the 4K projection on the field of play, it still
provided enough detailed information that, from the
overhead shot and even from high in the stadium, it looked
like a continuation of the projection content,” he added.

A helicopter provided the overhead shot, courtesy of the
Al Jazeera television network, which broadcast the
ceremonies live throughout the Middle East. “Altitude and
specific placement changed during the course of the show,
depending on where we were within the context of the
show as well as the wind direction, because the last thing
we wanted was helicopter noise during the ceremony,” said
Paraschuk. “We needed it to be positioned at a good
viewing angle but upwind of where the sound was coming
from, so that the rotor and wash noise drifted away from
the venue.”

Beginning with the creation of the cosmos and the
birth of the desert, the story traces the arrival of two
tribes who are at first blissfully unaware of each other’s
existence. Respectively costumed in red and blue, they
take up encampments at opposite ends of the stadium
field. They eventually discover each other and go to war
while the earth cracks open to reveal the fires of hell
below, as a Monster of Evil arrives to seduce them with
seven deadly sins, its multiple dragon-like hydra heads

slithering out from beneath a 70' wingspan to undulate in
a vile choreography, courtesy of master puppeteers from
Michael Curry Design.

Meanwhile, the white-robed Dignity, who has been
silently observing all this from her vantage point astride a
fantastic 18' x 16' fretwork-patterned silver horse also
designed by Curry, arrives with a torch symbolizing the
shining light of knowledge, with which she drives the
monster away and brings light to the tribes, who then
unite to become one in peace. She passes the torch to a
child of the future, and together they ascend to the base
of a 42' ziggurat, atop which sits the Cauldron of the
Games, where the child tips the flame to ignite the spiral
of fire that climbs up into the cauldron, signaling the
opening of the games. 

“In close collaboration with the Arab Games organizing
committee, DAE created a story inspired and informed by
the stories and images of pre-Islamic and Islamic history,”
said Atkins. “The ceremony was created to acknowledge
the importance of these times, when the very pages of
Arabic history are being rewritten.” 

With staging supplied by Stage One, the cauldron by
FCT Flames, and pyrotechnics by Howard & Sons
Pyrotechnics Displays, the entire design, content creation,
installation, and execution was complicated by a very short
four-month lead time from the awarding of the contract to
DAE in July. 
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The resolution of the LED audience net was much lower than the 4K projection on the field, but it provided enough detailed information
that, from the overhead shot and from high in the stadium, it looked like a continuation of the projection content.
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The combination of lighting, projection, and staging resulted in a series of stunning effects.

“The crew mounted the LED rails on brackets screwed to the back of
each seat, so the LEDs were between people’s shoulders and raised up a
bit. We asked the audience not to hang their coats over the rails, and not
to sit on them or put their hands on them. But when people stood up, they
would block the LEDs; I’m sure you could choreograph some interesting
effects that way, if you wanted to.” — Meusy
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The above graphic gives a sense of the many types of lighting units in Dalgleish’s rig and how they were deployed.
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Projection 
The 86 Christie DLP projectors—44 Roadster S+20K and
42 Roadster S+18K plus five spare units—were deployed
slightly differently from the standard practice at an event of
this magnitude. “Usually, you split the rectangular field of
play in half along the short sides and project from both
sides of the stadium to the centerline that runs the full
length of the long dimension, so that the image overlaps
all along the centerline. If you have a performer or other
object on the stage, you usually project from only one

side; however, this results in a dark shadow that makes a
hole in the projection,” said Patrice Bouqueniaux of ETC
Paris, who was in charge of projection. (ETC Paris is not
connected to the Wisconsin-based lighting manufacturer.) 

“In Doha, we decided to do things differently and cover
the entire field of play with projection from both sides, in
order to achieve a very high lux level,” Bouqueniaux
added. “When you do that, you reach a level where the
projection will be visible everywhere—on the faces of the
cast, on their costumes, on any object—because it’s such
a high level. You can achieve 300 lux on the ground, but,
of course, people standing there will still see only 150 lux.
On top of that, shadows are much more natural, because
they no longer appear as black holes. You have half the
projection plus a shadow, so it feels much more like real
life with real light. You can see the shadow, but you can
also see the material on the ground through the shadow.”

This setup resulted in a virtual moving light effect: The
split of the projection image into two layers, with 100
percent overlap, allowed for the creation of light directions
as well as backlight and/or front light on various locations
and the cast, reducing the need for conventional lighting,
and creating a more 3D appearance in the projection.

Multiple stacks of three, and sometimes four, projectors
covered each part of the surface, which measured 140m
wide by 90m (459' by 295'). In addition, any object could be
mapped up to 10m (33') high, yielding a mapping volume of
126,000 cu. m. (4,449,648 cu. ft.)—a world record—and
allowing for the creation of three-dimensional shapes. 

“In fact, all the elements were built into the content so
that shapes would read as truly three-dimensional from
the overhead camera or from camera positions high in
the stadium,” said Paraschuk. “This isn’t easy, given the
fact that we were projecting almost 360° in the stadium.
It’s not like projecting one point of view or on a flat
screen. A cube, for example, had to be perceived as a
cube from any viewing angle, with all the drop shadows
and all the geometry.” 

With this degree of coverage, there were overlaps of up
to 12 projectors in some areas. Given the slight discrep-
ancies between their optical centers, each projector was
fed with its own unique video input in order to achieve
pixel-accurate registration. In order to line up each
projector accurately, six technicians, armed with wireless
Android mobile tablets, fed measurements with centimeter
precision directly from the field up into the main system,
with changes recorded in real time.

“When we project an image that is many times the size
of HD, there’s a lot of processing involved,” said
Bouqueniaux. “For example, when a flat image is
projected onto the field at an extreme angle, we must
deform it in our Onlyview V3 software so that it looks like a
normal image on the floor.”
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The crew mounted the Barco FLX-24 24mm LED modules on
brackets screwed to the back of each seat.

The 18'-x-16' fretwork-patterned silver horse was designed by
Michael Curry.
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Instead of centralizing all the computers in a control
room, each was placed very close to the projector it was
controlling and was connected with a very short DVI
cable. Because the entire projection system was designed
with full redundancy, from the main computer and display
right through to the electronic input cards on all
projectors, there were 172 individual computers—one
main and one backup—driving the 86 projectors. In
addition, there were two DVI input cards on each
projector; DVI merge boxes were not used, specifically to
avoid any single point of failure.

“Communication with the 24 Onlyview servers was over
3km [1.9 miles] of fiber-optic network, in a triple-redundant
configuration,” said Bouqueniaux. “In addition to the usual
main and backup loops, the system monitor loop that is
normally used for sensing equipment status, temperature,
and the like was available for use in an emergency.”

The full redundancy contingency extended to the
provision of dual video feeds for the stadium screens as
well as for the broadcast insert.

The LED audience net
The LED audience net consisted of approximately 55,000
full RGB Barco FLX-24 24mm LED modules, installed
between the seats throughout the stadium bowl on 20km
[12.5 miles] of custom railing; it was developed by a
consortium that included Tait Technologies, Creative
Technology, and Immersive Ltd. 

“The Barco backbone incorporates all the hardware and
software to make organic shapes with video elements, so
they don’t have to be in rectangular shapes any more,”
said Frederic Opsomer, of Tait Technologies. “You can
wrap them around a three-dimensional volume and pixel-
map a two-dimensional video image over that in software,
so that the image is mapped onto the pixels that are
physically installed, with each LED in the stadium being
one pixel. 

“We were contracted at the end of September, so that
gave us only two months to get it up and running.
Manufacturing the 30km [18.5 miles] of cabling and
shipping everything to Qatar took up the first month, so
we really had only a month on-site to install the system
and get it up and running,” he added. In the end, it took
more than 20,000 man-hours to prepare and install the
LED audience net, including 22,000 custom brackets that

were designed and fabricated for the event. 
In fact, the entire system became operational only 10

days prior to the event. The LED audience net was
controlled via 148 data hubs from a server running
Immersive’s Addict show control system (now owned by
Avolites), which in turn was slaved with the Onlyview
system via MIDI. 

“We were able to visualize the whole mapping virtually
before we had it all built out, so we could test out content
in advance and see how it looked,” said Cyril Meusy, the
AV content producer. “We took our CAD model of the

stadium, mapped it to the resolution, and brought it into
the Addict software, which allowed us to map out where
every single LED was in the stadium—all 55,000 of them.”

“The software allowed us to show all the LED content
three dimensionally on a screen, changing the orientation
and the line of sight in the software as required. This gave
us the ability, for example, to see what the helicopter shots
would look like before we even put a helicopter in the air,”
Paraschuk said.

“The LEDs are the same ones that were used in the U2
360° Tour. They’re surface-mount devices, with a viewing
angle of about 130°,” he added. “In determining the
optimum viewing angle, the consensus was to tilt all the
LEDs up about 30°. This allowed them to be viewed from
the broadcast camera perspective within the stadium and
also from the helicopter’s perspective overhead. It was
interesting, though, that, from very oblique angles, you
could still see the display, such as turning your head to
follow the image of a horse running across the stadium in
the LED field. It was fantastic; it looked really great.”

“Because the LEDs were projecting to the front of the
spectators, the light didn’t disturb anyone close by and the
mounting hardware didn’t interfere with the sightlines of
the people behind or in front of them,” said Meusy. “The
crew mounted the LED rails on brackets screwed to the
back of each seat, so the LEDs were between people’s
shoulders and raised up a bit. We asked the audience not
to hang their coats over the rails, and not to sit on them or
put their hands on them. But when people stood up, they
would block the LEDs; I’m sure you could choreograph
some interesting effects that way if you wanted to.

“The LEDs flash very quickly, and we were concerned
that some people looking along the rails from a side
angle might suffer an epileptic seizure due to the

“Lighting today is becoming a handmaiden to projection. However, this
event gave me the opportunity to have the best of both worlds, with dedi-
cated areas that needed an innovative lighting design as well as the chal-
lenge of the lighting being a support to the projection.” — Dalgleish
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strobing effect,” he added. “Most of the time, people
weren’t looking sideways like that but toward the front at
the spectacle on the field. You always have to be careful
with these things, because you never know the
unintended reactions.”

There was also some concern that moiré effects might
degrade the broadcast video when the repetitive detail of
thousands of tiny LEDs in a shot exceeded the resolution
of the camera, giving rise to wavy artifacts. The only time
this created a problem for the television cameras, however,
was when the cameras were zooming in or out very
quickly. The solution was to maintain a narrow depth of
field when zooming in on performers on the field of play,
keeping the LEDs in the background in very soft focus. 

Integrating the LED audience net with the video
projection on the field of play involved reconciling two
fundamental differences—the type of light and resolution—
between the two systems. An LED is a point source of
direct light, while projection is a surface area source of
reflected light. This dissimilarity was underlined by the
contrast between the white Geotech fabric used for the
projection surface on the field of play, and the 16m (52.5')-

wide black Geotech border around the perimeter, which
improved the visibility of the LEDs installed on the ground
in front of the first row of seats.

In addition, the LED audience net presented a vastly
lower resolution than the projection, simply because of the
physical distance between the LEDs: Vertically, they were
about 1m, about 3.3', apart from the next row of seats up
or down; horizontally, they were about half that distance
from one seat to the next within a row. These differences
called for an area of gradual transition with the projection.

“The solution was a combination of the virtual and the
physical,” said Meusy. “ETC’s Onlyview system is fantastic
because you can project multiple layers in real time and
tweak things during the show, manipulate graphics—things
that we would normally render down. I made a software
mask as a layer in the Onlyview system to make the
projection edging look like it was slowly breaking up into
dots. The projections went from a solid surface first to big
dots, and then to small dots, and finally to a size that
matched the dot of the LED. Because our projection area
on the field of play spilled into the LED net a little bit, we
made the mask extend into that spill area. 

The drawing above shows key details of the ziggurat set piece.
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“Then, physically, we took a four 4m [13’]-wide swath
of fabric, and on it printed a gradient that went from
white through grey to black, then laid that on the ground
as a transitional area between the white Geotech on the
field of play and the black Geotech border where the
LED audience net started. The combination of the
software mask and the transitional fabric gave us a nice
transition. It wasn’t super-smooth, but it provided the
intended effect.”

The field itself was protected from surface bruising by
some 30,000 Hexideck tiles placed under the seven
containers of 3mm and 9mm Geotech fabric laid and
cleaned for the ceremony.

Video content
“With only four months to prepare, I quickly broke down
our storyline to determine what had to be created from a
media point of view and what had to be generated for the
different systems,” said Meusy. “We had quite a few media
surfaces to deal with: field-of-play projection, which was
about a 4K resolution; an eastern stage projection, which
was about 2K resolution; the audience LED surface, which
was another 2K resolution; and the stadium LED screen.
So we had to determine right away what narrative content
was going to move from one surface to another, and get it
all sequenced to 25-frame time code. Digital Pulse [based
in suburb of Sydney, Australia] was engaged as the
content provider. They managed to complete the volume
of high-resolution content within the short time frame and
creative storyline.

“Ian Baldwin, our technical systems manager, spent a
lot of time with the various vendors, making sure that all
the frame delays were accounted for and dealt with
properly, so that everything would stay in sync,” said
Meusy. “I provided him with sample content, with color
bars and sync references, so that we could test and
ensure that the whole system was in sync—audio
playback, the LED system, and the video projection.”

The video department maintained a very close collab-
oration with the music department during pre-
production, in order to ensure that the sound and video
would remain in tight sync. The time code holding it all
together originated in the sound department, so, if any
changes were made in the music or audio, the video
would be revised accordingly.

With close to 25 minutes of full, high-resolution content
for the cultural segment of the ceremony, there was a lot of
rendering to do. “We can achieve a very high resolution, but
in fact we lowered the resolution somewhat,” said Meusy.
“It’s a balancing act: You want to maximize the image
quality, but, at the same time, you don’t want to overload
the servers or create a production that’s technically unman-
ageable from a rendering point of view, given that every

These drawings show how projectors placed in different locations covered the
field.
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frame takes so many minutes to render when you’re
creating the content. We also wanted to keep a lot of the
visuals as malleable as possible, so that if David wanted to
make a change, we’d be able to accommodate that.”

Lighting
Meusy noted that, with 300 lux on the field of play, “the
projection was so bright that you could actually do some
lighting with it. We used graphics, for example, to light up
certain areas at certain times. The camera always wants to
pick up the faces during the parade of athletes, for
example, and we actually used the projection as a lighting
source. It really made the people punch on the stadium
screen and on television, especially against the white
Geotech surface.”

As lighting designer Trudy Dalgleish put it, “Lighting
today is becoming a handmaiden to projection. However,
this event gave me the opportunity to have the best of
both worlds, with dedicated areas that needed an

innovative lighting design as well as the challenge of the
lighting being a support to the projection. David’s brief was
that, for the first bit of the ceremony, it should just be
conventional lighting and no projection. Then, as soon as
the main part of the ceremony started, it would go into
projection and the LED net. That would have a real impact
on the audience, because it was so different. And it was
pretty amazing for the live audience to have that complete,
360° sense of being inside a projection. 

“This project was interesting because my job was
mostly to light the stage, cauldron, and people on the field
of play without, of course, touching the projection,” she
added. “Usually in big stadium events, my job is also to
light the audience, but not this time, because of the LEDs
all through the seating area. It wasn’t a large job, but it
was a very delicate one.”

The only challenge Dalgleish faced interacting with the
projection and LED audience net arose from the necessity
to light from ground level, which meant that anytime she
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According to Dalgleish, “It was pretty amazing for the audience to have that complete, 360° sense of being inside a projection.”
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was lighting performers or animals on the field of play, the
spillage created a “nasty ring of light” about 6m, or about
19.5', high around the bottom of the auditorium on the
other side, especially when lighting something a bit higher,
like the top of a camel. 

“It was only a problem once or twice, but it was
something that Patrice and Doug and I were very aware of
and had to work to contain,” Dalgleish said. “We had to be
careful with the intensity and try to meld it in a little, but
sometimes it was quite bright and in your face. We were
just plunking Martin MAC 2000 Performances on the
Geotech on top of the grass. It was pretty bare-bones—
there was no making of positions, and we couldn’t build
anything. It was a matter of using the existing structures
that were there. For example, I removed some of the LED
screens and used their frames to hang trusses off. And,
because the LED audience net was extended in front of
the seating area onto the field of play, there were no
positions, anyway.”

To get a bit more height, Dalgleish placed some 50
Martin Professional MAC III Profiles on top of loudspeaker
ground stacks, while directly from ground level she lit the
performers with a similar number of Mac III Profiles in
combination with Mac 2000 Performance and Mac III
Performance units. She also used eight followspots on the
field of play.

To light the stage and audience when there was no
projection, Dalgleish hung five trusses from the stadium’s
eastern arch, and loaded them with a combination of Mac
2000 Wash XBs and Mac IIIs. She also hung units on two
catwalks on the western side and lit the stadium canopy
with 50 Philips Vari*Lite VL3000s. 

“The main workhorses were Mac 2000 Wash XBs; they
did all of the stage lighting from 260' away,” she added. “I
was really impressed with them; they were really intense,
just fantastic. I had used Mac 2000s in the theatre, but I
never thought they would throw that far and be that
intense. I was really happy with them.” 

The full light rig included 42 Zap Technology Little
BigLites, 64 Coemar Infinity XLs, ten Chroma-Q Color
Force 12s and 54 Color Force 48s, 40 Martin Professional
Mac 2000 Performances, 94 Martin Mac 2000 Wash XBs,
118 Martin Mac IIIs and 60 Mac III Performances, 18
PixelRange PixelLine 1044s and five PixelLine 522s, 12
Robe RED Wash units, 16 High End Systems
SHOWBEAMs and 16 SHOWGUNs, 126 ETC Source
Fours in various models and degree sizes, 50 Philips
Vari*Lite VL3000s, and six Strong Gladiator, six Lycian, and
four Robert Juliat Lancelot followspots. Lighting was
controlled by a single MA Lighting grandMA console.

“We had quite a bit of trouble with wind and rain on the
eastern arch, because it was so exposed,” she
concluded. “It’s never meant to rain in the desert, but it

rained and rained one night and we lost almost half of our
rig. Our lighting supplier, Neg Earth Lights, was
fantastic—they had the rig back up and working in five
days. That was really impressive.”

Sound
Due to the short lead time, sound designer Scott Willsallen
elected to go with a proven design based on a ground-
stack system similar to the one he designed for the 2006
Asian Games, with 24 stacks located on the edge of the
black zone surrounding the performance area. Each stack
consisted of an array of L-Acoustics KUDO cabinets and a
pair of subwoofers. In total, there were 116 Kudos, 36 L-
Acoustics SB218 subs, and 16 EAW BH 760 subs. Four
delay systems were comprised of 28 L-Acoustics dV-
DOSC and eight dV-Subs.

Willsallen powered it all with over 500,000W of amplifi-
cation, using 54 L-Acoustics LA8 and 36 Lab Gruppen
PLM 10000Q amplifiers. 

The front-of-house console was a DiGiCo SD8—two,
actually. One was interconnected digitally and the other via
analog I/O for full redundancy. To mix monitors, he used a
single dual-engine Digico SD7. The entire digital audio
system was based on a 19-node, three-GBPS Optocore
fiber optic network that served the various locations
around the stadium as well as the control room, where it
was converted to MADI for interconnection with the
primary front-of-house console. The second SD8 was fed
over a copper distribution network via the DiGiRack analog
inputs. Willsallen reported that he used every input and
output on both SD8s; the SD7 monitor console had very
little space to spare. The sound system was supplied by
Norwest Productions, with intercom by Riedel
Communications.

Source inputs were split to feed both the digital and
analog networks at each node. Digital and analog outputs
then went to a Dolby Lake switching processor at every
node. “Rather than having a single switch between main
and backup, the two systems were completely
independent from end to end,” said Willsallen. “The only
point of switching was at the Dolby Lake processors at the
amplifiers, so there was no one device that could fail and
bring the whole system down.”

To achieve the distribution architecture, the network
was constructed with Optocore DD32-E, DD32R-FX,
DD4MR-FX, DD2FR-FX, X6R-FX, X6-16 in, X6-16 out, and
X6-8 in/eight out interfaces deployed across the 19 nodes,
which were linked with 5.5km, or about 3.5 miles, of
multimode four-core tactical fiber. 

“There was redundancy within the cable path of the
closed loop of the Optocore network; there was also
redundancy in the clocking on those networks as well, so
they were really robust,” noted Willsallen. “But if anything
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had happened to the optical network or to the primary
console, we could easily have switched to the backup
system. As it turned out, we didn’t have to, but we held a
rehearsal where we switched a few times from one to the
other and then back again.”

Sync between the loudspeakers and projection was
optimized for the VIP position. On the western side of the
stadium across from the stage, the existing overhead
loudspeaker system was pressed into service, together
with a rear stereo system, in order to move some sound
effects from front left-right through overheard mono and
into the rear left-right, and thus wrap around the audience
for extra effect.

Sound effects and other prerecorded material were
replayed from dual redundant Pyramix computers, with up
to 64 MADI outputs each. 

“There were quite a few stems that we submixed locally
and sent out the appropriate outputs. For broadcast, we
mixed the music and sound effects and sent that to the
truck as a left-right mix, which was then forwarded to all of
the rights holders, who added their own commentary on
top,” Willsallen said.

“The trickiest part of the project was the fact that,
culturally, it was very Arabic in its creative intent and in its
content, which, because it was so different for us, often
made it difficult to judge what sounded good and what

didn’t,” noted Willsallen. “We knew the audio was good,
and we knew it was intelligible, but, on our own, we didn’t
know how to make it better for that particular regional
audience. So we relied on some of the locals on the
creative team to give us their insights as to what the
expectations were, and they were very helpful. That was a
really interesting learning experience, one that you don’t
come across every day.”

“In 2006, DAE created and delivered the ceremonies of
the 15th Asian Games in Doha, which launched Qatar as a
global player in the world of sport,” said Atkins. “Coming
back five years later, the bar was incredibly high; DAE’s
trademark storytelling coupled with technical innovation
allowed us to execute a flawless production and set world
records in the process.”

Also worth noting is that this was the most sustainable
ceremony produced to date, according to DAE technical

director James Lee. “While the supports for the stage,
ziggurat, and ascent trolley were rented and returned, all
the steel and aluminum used for the stage cladding,
scenic elements, and LED support brackets were smelted
down locally for reuse immediately after the ceremony. The
scenic fretwork, after three days, was recast as handrails
for an apartment building. 

“Coordinating the many technical requirements of any

large ceremony is a massive task,” said Lee. “By bringing
together a worldwide, highly experienced team of
production and technical managers, the Arab Games
technical department was able to meet the many new
technical challenges and cope with the particular technical
environmental difficulties that you experience when
working in the Middle East on a tight schedule.”

The first major peacetime event in the region during
2011, the opening ceremony welcomed 6,000 athletes
and officials from 21 participating Arab nations. Its
message of peace and freedom, conveyed through the
unity of sport and the celebration of Arabic culture,
stands as both a literal and figurative beacon of light
toward a more promising future for all. Video of the
opening ceremony is available at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DM-aECLuC0 and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTz2VZaib7k. 

“The trickiest part of the project was the fact that, culturally, it was very
Arabic in its creative intent and in its content, which, because it was so
different for us, often made it difficult to judge what sounded good and
what didn’t. We knew the audio was good, and we knew it was intelligible,
but, on our own, we didn’t know how to make it better for that particular
regional audience.” — Willsallen
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